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Continuous Improvement

 Throughout the year the eXtyles development team works on eXtyles 
updates and improvements

 Your annual updates allow you to take advantage of many of these 
improvements

 Release notes detail bug fixes and updates, including those not included 
by default – ask us for more information!

(Do you read your release notes?)



Notable eXtyles Features and Developments

 Enhanced Cleanup dialog (4469 [March])

 Preprints (4550 [July]) and Data Citations (4613 [September])

 Improvements to eXtyles SI (May–October)



eXtyles Cleanup



eXtyles Cleanup

 Every figure was placed within a 
one-cell Word table?

Word tables are great but they can be used for evil. Have you ever worked 
on a document where…



eXtyles Cleanup

 Every equation was formatted in 
a one-row Word table?

Word tables are great but they can be used for evil. Have you ever worked 
on a document where…



eXtyles Cleanup

 The entire reference list was 
formatted as a table?

Word tables are great but they can be used for evil. Have you ever worked 
on a document where…



eXtyles Cleanup

 Detabling Features

Single-Row Tables

Figures

Equations

References



But Wait . . . There’s more!

 Extract Equation Numbers

 Automatically removes 
equation numbers that are 
incorrectly embedded in 
the Equation Builder 
object

 Does not act on MathType
objects

Cleanup in action!



Why Is This Cool?

 New Cleanup options automate previously manual cleanup

 Ensures non-table content is properly managed through the eXtyles 
workflow

Specifically Cleanup’s auto-style

 Ensures Citation Matching can properly work on numbered formulas

 Improves accuracy of XML 

Word tables become <table> in the XML regardless of whether that’s 
actually what the content is



Preprints



Preprints

 The year 2020 has experienced an explosion of preprint articles

 These preprint articles are subsequently cited in research articles

 Previously eXtyles Reference Processing would have probably tried to 
parse most preprints as journals (e.g., arXiv)

 Because preprint references contain less information than a typical 
journal reference, Crossref linking may fail to make a match

 The reference may have since been accepted for publication and 
published, resulting in possible differences in the reference metadata 
and DOI



A ‘Typical’ Preprint Reference

 By definition, because they represent publication ahead of print, 
preprints lack features that would be expected in a reference to a 
published journal article

 Instead of volume, issue, and page information, the references typically 
provide only an article identifier

Uzdin, V. M., Potkina, M. N., Lobanov, I. S., Bessarab, P. F. & Jónsson, H. The 
effect of confinement and defects on the thermal stability of skyrmions. arXiv
1705.02930 (2017).



Enter <prpt>!

Starting with build 4550 (July) eXtyles includes a new reference-type tag: 
<prpt>



Crossref Reference Checking Finds Preprints

Most preprint repositories assign DOIs to their preprints (arXiv is an 
exception, instead relying on its own identifiers)

 Crossref Reference Checking can now add DOIs to preprint 
references



eXtyles Can Report Later Publication Events

 If Crossref contains information about the subsequent publication 
history of a preprint, this is reported by Crossref Reference Checking



eXtyles Can Report Later Publication Events

Meaning you can make editorial decisions about whether the preprint or 
published article should be cited



Why Is This Cool?

 XML markup for <prpt> complies with JATS4R recommendations for 
citing preprints

 DOI linking!

Ensures that the preprint reference isn’t orphaned when the content 
appears in its final published form

 If your configuration includes Crossref linking DOIs for preprints will be 
pulled in when a match is made

Additional information from Crossref may be added as a Word comment, 
including whether the preprint article has since been published and what 
the published DOI is



But What about Withdrawn Preprints?

 Crossref reference checking has matched this preprint:



But What about Withdrawn Preprints?

 bioRxiv marks the preprint as withdrawn:



But What about Withdrawn Preprints?

 bioRxiv marks the preprint as withdrawn:



But What about Withdrawn Preprints?

 But the record at Crossref makes no mention of the preprint having been 
withdrawn



But What about Withdrawn Preprints?

 There are clearly still missing pieces in the handling of preprints

 Publishers and repositories are still figuring out best practice



But What about Withdrawn Preprints?

 There are clearly still missing pieces in the handling of preprints

 Publishers and repositories are still figuring out best practice

https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2020/09/18/guest-post-whats-wrong-with-preprint-citations/

https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2020/09/18/guest-post-whats-wrong-with-preprint-citations/


Data Citations

 There is growing pressure in scholarly publishing, particularly in STM 
disciplines, to make the raw data on which a study is based available to 
readers

 Access to the raw data can allow conclusions to be tested and the 
robustness of the dataset to be assessed

 Repositories such as DataCite and Dryad have been established to allow 
data to be deposited in an open and secure way, and to be cited in a 
persistent manner

 Although data citation principles are emerging, much variation still exists 
in how datasets are cited



Data Citations

 Starting with build 4613 (September) eXtyles includes the additional 
reference-type tag: <data>

 eXtyles Reference Processing will mark a reference as <data> when the 
names of known data services or DOI prefixes that are known to be 
associated with data citations are present in the reference



Data Citations

 Adding support for data citations was a more challenging endeavor 
because of the variety of ways in which they can be formatted

 For a deeper dive into the challenges of developing reference processing 
around data citations, see the Inera Blog, “Bring on the Data Citations!” 

https://www.inera.com/blog/bring-on-the-data-citations/


eXtyles SI



eXtyles SI

 eXtyles SI (server implementation) allows organizations to batch-process 
eXtyles Activation, Cleanup, Auto-Redact, Advanced Processes, and 
XML Export with little or no manual intervention



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

 Integrate metadata dynamically: Import metadata from XML transmittal 
files such as those from popular submission systems



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

 Integrate metadata dynamically: Import metadata from XML transmittal 
files such as those from popular submission systems

This is analogous to the Metadata Browse feature in the desktop version of 
eXtyles.



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

Save at any stage: Users can now control when during eXtyles processing a 
backup copy of the file is saved



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

Save at any stage: Users can now control when during eXtyles processing a 
backup copy of the file is saved

This feature also allows the user to specify an optional prefix or suffix for the 
saved file to allow “checkpoints” to be saved at multiple points in an SI 
workflow.



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

Detect empty Word documents: To save time, SI will identify whether the 
file that is opened is empty, and abort processing that document if so



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

Start over: SI now allows you to “kill” eXtyles processing if you need to



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

Start over: SI now allows you to “kill” eXtyles processing if you need to

Ever kicked off a manifest by mistake? You can now kill the current document, 
the entire manifest, or all active manifests in a batch process, rather than 
waiting for all of the files to be processed.



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

Start over: SI now allows you to “kill” eXtyles processing if you need to

Ever kicked off a manifest by mistake? You can now kill the current document, 
the entire manifest, or all active manifests in a batch process, rather than 
waiting for all of the files to be processed.

Processing can only be interrupted between manifest steps, not while eXtyles 
is processing a file.



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

Recalculate the timeout value

By default, eXtyles stores a timeout value based on the size of the RTF file that 
it generates for processing. This value can be used by a calling process to 
terminate processing if it appears to be taking too long



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

Recalculate the timeout value

It is now possible to calculate a more finely tuned timeout value based on 
properties of the document (number of images, tables, references, etc.) and 
the steps included in the manifest (e.g., PubMed and Crossref reference 
checking).



New to eXtyles SI

 New this year, eXtyles SI can now:

Recalculate the timeout value

The timeout value can be recalculated as often as required, as the properties 
of the document change during processing (e.g., after images are deleted).



Thank you!
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